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Reaching government housing
and climate goals with timber
A
s this issue of Timber Forum News goes to press,
the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on the
Timber Industries is launching its major report: ‘How
the Timber Industries can help solve the Housing
Crisis’. A third of the new homes built in the UK today
are of timber frame, but expansion of this would bring
climate and environmental benefits, such as the massive storage of CO2, contributing also to the UK’s
climate change targets.
Advice to central government includes implementing
the recommendations of the Committee on Climate
Change to increase the use of timber in construction,
and working towards adopting a new framework for
the rigorous assessment of whole-life carbon in buildings. Recommendations for local government include
incorporating a preference for using the lowest embodied carbon materials into every council’s planning
policy framework.
Following the current election, the APPG will seek
meetings with ministers
and local government
leaders to explore how
these recommendations
could be implemented.
The Group’s Chair,
Martin Whitfield MP,
stated in his foreword:
“Housebuilding should be
part of an environmental
revolution that is firmly
integrated into our netzero emissions targets.”
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Educating those who currently teach construction,
architecture, carpentry and joinery in the capabilities
of today’s timber products and industries is the fastest
way to help achieve the country’s climate and housing
goals. TTF member Binderholz UK recently hosted
the latest in the TTF’s series of ‘Teaching the Teachers’ visits, on this occasion organised through the
Western Timber Trade Association and TTF’s University and Regional Engagement Manager, Tabitha
Binding. Visiting Binderholz’ Austrian facilities and key
examples of modern timber buildings, including glulam and CLT projects, were lecturers from Cardiff
University, the Universities of Bristol and of Bath,
engineering specialist body NMiTE and the NPTC
Group of colleges. Binderholz UK Head of Sales,
Mark Probert, said: “Seeing is believing. By visiting
the supply chain from forest through production and
construction, the lecturers are in no doubt that timber
is sustainable, and that there is no waste: everything
is used from core to bark.”

We are always interested to have your feedback on this publication and the Timber Forum. Please contact either of our Federations.
TTF: David Hopkins on dhopkins@ttf.co.uk or BMF: Richard Ellithorne on richard.ellithorne@bmf.org.uk
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‘Competency’ applies across supply chain
BMF and TTF look at post-Hackitt competency needs with the Finishes & Interiors Sector

K

nowledge and the
confidence that it
brings are at the core of
the BMF’s focus on training the next generation in
the merchant sector. To
truly create excellence in
building materials supply,
we must address any
gaps to building a fully competent workforce for our members. The BMF training
portfolio starts with entry-level courses and
qualifications, ranging onward from
merchant apprenticeships to the BMF
Diploma and Foundation Degree in
Merchant Management.
Other courses introduced by the BMF in
recent years have given the sector’s staff
fundamental insight into the process of
house-building from the builder’s perspective, and have up-skilled merchants on
assessing quantities of building, plumbing
and heating materials. BMF Building
Blocks on different product categories also
provide counter staff with a better understanding of what they are selling.
John Newcomb
Investment
in training by BMF members is
ever increasing, and will no doubt start
running at an even faster rate, as the implications of the ‘Raising the Bar’ report become more evident throughout the
construction supply chain. We should all
be minded to start asking competency
questions of our supply chain partners,
whether that be upstream to manufacturers
and importers or downstream, to ensure
that the products we are supplying to
builders are the most relevant for the
end use situation.
VIEWPOINT:
John Newcomb, BMF

R

VIEWPOINT:
aising the Bar, the
Iain McIlwee, FIS
report of the Competence Steering Group and
Industry Response Group as
part of the Hackitt Review, is
not just essential reading for
those involved in High Rise
Residential Buildings. It
throws out a much wider
challenge to the construction
sector, to enact both individual and collective
responsibility to ensure everybody at every
level in our supply chains is competent to do
their job. FIS supports several of the Working
Groups set up to forward this agenda. We all
appreciate the complexities of construction
and that common practices have built up over
time, but that doesn’t make them right. We are
involved in Working Groups 2 and 12, focusing
on competency in installation and manufacturing. Our ‘Product, Process, People Quality
Framework’ and our ‘Skills, Attitude,
Knowledge and Experience Competency
Framework’ are already breaking down barriers and driving cultural change. The Health &
Safety at Work Act underlines the duty of any
individual who designs, manufactures, imports or supplies an ‘article or substance to be
used at work’ to ensure it is 'safe and without
risk to health at all times’. This should form the
core of how we collaborate as a supply chain.
With so many new communication tools, we
can accelerate change together. We look forward to working with our partners in the timber
supply chain to ensure that appropriate products are supplied to the interiors specialists
and fit-out companies in FIS membership.
Iain McIlwee is Chief Executive of FIS,
the Finishes and Interiors Sector body

T

VIEWPOINT:
aking responsibility
David Hopkins, TTF
means many things
to many people. Each
of our companies and
trade bodies has a
responsibility to ensure
our staff - and also the
directors sitting on the
company board - are
both enabled and empowered to undertake
the tasks expected of them. Yet competency at industry level is also a key factor in
‘Building a Safer Future’, Dame Judith
Hackitt’s aptly-titled review. Setting
standards for responsible business within
our various sectors involves bringing
people and companies into the process,
enshrining an achievable yet swift path to
progress. TTF members have trodden this
path many times over the last decade, from
making adherence to our Responsible
Purchasing Policy a requirement of membership, to our recent work on standards,
labelling and product quality in plywoods.
TTF is active in spreading knowledge and
information about fire retardant treatments
David Hopkins
for timber products, whether these
be inherent in product manufacture or applied
post-production. The last few months have
seen us working in partnership with the
Wood Protection Association to improve
available information, signpost the free
training which is available to all, and in
tackling media misconceptions about timber and its performance in fire. Builders’
merchants too should equip themselves
with the same level of knowledge,
ensuring they give competent advice
to their customer base.

Index Watch: Sales slowing as Brexit uncertainties begin to bite

G

eneral market sentiment moving into
autumn is demonstrating a slow-down
in terms of demand throughout the supply
chain, from timber supply through to housepurchasing. August’s monthly BMBI showed
a marked slow-down in merchant sales of
5.6% compared to a year earlier, with
average sales per day of timber and joinery
products falling by 5.2%.

2

The CPA’s Q3 State of Trade Survey saw
manufacturers of construction products signalling a cautious outlook for the next 12
months ahead. The Markit/CIPS PMI index
showed a constriction of activity for the fifth
consecutive month. It also showed new
construction orders falling at the fastest rate
since March 2009; residential building also
declined for the fourth consecutive month.

Produced by the Timber Trade Federation

These figures are corroborated by the
Federation of Master Builders’ annual House
Builders’ Survey, published in early October,
which reported that demand for new homes
had fallen by 8% in the last 12 months, to its
lowest level since 2013. The Q3 BMBI data
is due to be published as this issue of Timber
Forum News goes to press. For further
information visit: bmbi.co.uk
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Snows Timber launches
fully recyclable wood
composite decking

S

nows Timber are now offering a wood
plastic composite decking product,
from TimberTech, which is said to be
completely recyclable at the end of its life.
Capped on all four sides, TimberTech
decking is engineered to better withstand
the great British weather. With a recycled
material content of up to 73%, including
post-industrial wood flour, TimberTech
products offer a 30 year residential warranty. The products are positioned in the
market as a competitor to traditional hardwood decking and feature either smooth
or minimally-textured surfaces with the
appearance of natural wood. Slip- and
algae-resistant, the boards dry quickly
when wet, and need a gap of only 3-5mm
between boards when fixed. TimberTech
boards are also colour-stable.

Innovative ribbed panels
go round the bend

R

iva ribbed textured wood panels have
been introduced by Arnold
Laver. Suitable as ceiling, wall, feature or
furniture panels, the ribbed surface is created using slices wood veneers on an MDF
core, and have a matching-coloured backing veneer. Standard sheet size is
2500x1200mm with thicknesses of either
3mm, 10mm or 19mm. The 3mm product
can also come as a ‘Flex’ option, suitable
for mounting onto curved surfaces. Various
colour/species choices are available.
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Stompin’ on the Savoy

Anti-bend timber

‘Deco’ meets ‘Mid-century modern’

New concept from James Latham

A

s merchants venture further into the
interiors markets through kitchens and
flooring offerings, it is valuable to keep up
with design trends. The home styling magazines are already looking ahead to 2020.
One point of focus is a modern twist on an
Art Deco theme, or ‘Modern revival’, as
flooring specialists Atkinson & Kirby
explain: “Modern designers are calling on
the early 20th century for inspiration,” says
Flooring Director Josh Burbidge. “The
angled edges of the chevron blocks in our
Savoy Smoked Oak engineered flooring
produce a true ‘V’ pattern across the floor
and give a cleaner, more contemporary
look than traditional herringbone patterns.
Darker tones will accentuate the vintage
vibe.” Atkinson & Kirby engineered wood
flooring is suitable for use over a range of
substrates and underfloor heating. Savoy
boards have a brushed texture, and are
9.8mm thick and 140mm wide.

Photos: Arnold Laver

T

he engineering of wood products to
fulfil specific customer needs is
increasing apace. For merchants serving
their local joinery sector, James Latham
have introduced a new concept of
‘anti-bend timber’: structurally-stable
engineered laminated wood components
featuring specialised top layers to improve
stability and bending stiffness. Made using
Spruce, Pine, European Larch, Siberian
Larch, European Oak or Red Grandis,
the range offers both FSC® and PEFC™
certification. The first product option features 6.6mm thick, weather-resistant
PU-laminated top layers that reduce the
spread of moisture tensions across the
section. A further option is available
incorporating a GRP (Glass-Reinforced
Plastic) stabiliser to further enhance the
wood’s durability. These factors will also
enhance its appeal to local window and
door manufacturers.

Metsä Wood opens new
landed joinery terminal

O

n 1st November, Metsä Wood opened
a new UK terminal for landed joinery
sales in Ipswich, Suffolk. This marks five
years of growth; the investment will ensure
long-term consistency and reliability for
joinery sales, the company reports.

3
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A fast finish
for 2020?

R
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Inject your 2020 timber offering with the latest developments
The timber sector is moving ahead with the times. We take a look at some of the latest timber technologies
merchants will need to become more familiar
with the panel product range covering this
field. SMARTPLY PROPASSIV (bottom
photo) is a structural OSB panel with
integrated vapour control and barrier properties, suitable for use as sheathing in timber
frame structures. Airtightness is built into the
panel’s substrate while the company’s surfacing technology creates a high vapour
resistance barrier over the panel’s surface.
Photo: Medite Smartply

Asking the
panel questions

T

he ‘healthy buildings’ movement is
gathering pace. Two major conferences
on the subject are taking place in the next
few months, influenced by RIBA’s new
sustainability-driven focus and five-year plan.
Panel products can play a distinct role in this
area, both from the emissions and insulation
perspective.
As architects become more aware of the role
of buildings in energy conservation and building to Passivhaus standards, forward-thinking

Photo: Sodrä Wood

Holding things up
with glulam

G

lulam has until recently been considered
as a large-scale technology for infrastructure and large building projects. Yet
a number of European producers are now
extending their range into the domestic
building arena. One of the leaders in the
field is BMF and TTF member Södra Wood.
Sales Manager for engineered wood

4

Going dense
with softwood

Innovate to accumulate

ecent years have seen many
developments in mouldings, from a
greater focus on quality in solid timber to
a range of variations in coating types and
colours. With an increasing proportion of
UK homes now being rented, the time
consumed by repairs and renovations in
between property lets has become a
significant financial factor for both property
owners and builders. Products designed
to minimise time on site are therefore
welcomed, especially in the major cities
where rented properties are commonplace.
MDF mouldings are frequently sought out
as the best solution for time-poor builders,
and in that arena, primed and coated
products offer the fastest fix.
The W Howard Group has taken innovation to the next level in coated MDF skirtings and architraves with its KOTA™
range of impact-resistant ready-painted
products. Utilising patented Eastman
Cerfis™ technology, KOTA™ mouldings
have a silky smooth, durable and colourconsistent surface in four profiles.
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Emissions from products are also an issue,
particularly for those with asthma and other
allergies. MEDITE CLEAR (left-hand picture)
has been developed specifically for use in
environmentally-sensitive interior applications
where formaldehyde emissions need to be
kept to a minimum, whether in homes,
hospitals, care homes or even museums.

Photo: Medite Smartply

products, Neil Lewis, told Timber Forum
News: “Wood is a familiar material to
builders: everyone knows what to do with it.
This removes any potential barriers to its use.
Architects are also keen to incorporate timber
for its aesthetic and environmental credentials, so we have seen our sales multiply
substantially in recent years. We now carry
around 60 different sizes of glulam beams
which we make available through our merchant customer base as part of full load deliveries of other products. We can fulfil orders

Seeing red on cladding
- and green, and blue…

ensified softwood decking with a
durability and appearance similar to
hardwood is now being produced in Wales
and sold internationally by the LIGNIA
Wood Company. LIGNIA® is created from
FSC®-certified radiata pine that has been
specially selected for its appearance,
with minimal visual defects. It is then
impregnated with a resin and cured at high
temperature to lock in the resin at molecular level, changing the wood’s properties.
The resin and heat modification process
allows LIGNIA to offer its products with a
50-year warranty against rot and fungal
decay when used above ground. With
characteristics similar to that of hardwoods, LIGNIA wood also offers Class 1
Durability. It has very low movement both
radially and tangentially; it machines and
takes coatings well, and has good colourconsistency. As with other timbers, it turns
silver-grey in time if left uncoated outdoors.

A

dapting ancient Japanese techniques for
modifying and preserving timber, BSW’s
range of IRO internal and external timber
cladding is also innovative in its approach to
colour, available in 15 different colour
options. These options also apply to the
matching IRO timber decking. In creating the
IRO range, BSW drew inspiration from the
Japanese ‘yakisugi’ process, a method of
charring timber to protect it from rot and
fungal decay in Japan’s humid climate. IRO
cladding has a waxed, water-repellent surface which also helps to keep it clean.
“We enhance our IRO timber with heat to
alter the cell structure on the timber’s surface,
ensuring a longer-lasting product,” says
David Chapman, Sales Director for IRO
Timber at BSW. “IRO chimes with the
‘healthy buildings’ agenda being HVOC-free
and offering an alternative to wood-plastic
composite cladding for those who do not
want to use plastics in construction.”

D

Photos: BSW IRO Timber

Important in a decking product, LIGNIA is
also pH neutral and is thus non-corrosive
to standard steel fixings. It can be
screwed and nailed like any other form of
timber but since its average density is
650kg/m3, pre-drilling is recommended for
thicker pieces.
Photo: Lignia Wood Company

BSW took part in the BMF’s recent Innovation
Reception at the House of Commons.

for our standard range of glulam beams in
around two days. We can also turn around
non-standard sizes for the architectural
market in around two weeks,” he affirms.

Södra Wood holds stocks of glulam beams in
both Britain and Ireland. “Our glulam beams
are mainly Pine or Spruce. Pine beams are
often used where they are not seen. Spruce
beams, with their more even colouring, tend
to be used for internal visual situations where
the aesthetic matters. People like to see the

wood when it’s installed,” Neil Lewis
continues. “Glulam can be used as primary
structural elements, or as trimming joists
around flooring, as purlins in roofing, or rim
boards, or often as replacements for steel
lintels.”

Photo: Sodrä Wood

Glulam is made from solid timber sections
assembled parallel to each other and glued
together under high pressure. They combine
strength, stiffness and dimensional stability,
and lock in CO2 within the wood fibre.
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Certification comes of age
at Arbor Forest Products
his year marks 18 years since Arbor
Forest Products became one of the
earliest timber importing companies to
successfully gain Forest Stewardship
Council® chain of custody certification.
Arbor then added PEFC™ certification
two years later in 2003.

“Timber certification has developed over
the years into a mark of corporate responsibility, as well as a mechanism for tracking
and proving timber origins. Keeping Arbor
Forest Products - and our customers - at
the forefront of sustainable timber sourcing
is both a challenge and a privilege,” Peter
Kelly states. “I next look forward to helping
our customers to understand PEFC’s recently-updated standards.”
Photo: PEFC UK

The environmental investigation and certification of timber products is expanding: stay up to date with the options
Photo: PEFC UK

Certification schemes
celebrate anniversaries

R

ather like the moon landings, many timber traders serving the merchant sector,
and indeed many builders’ merchants,
can remember where they were when
their business introduced either Forest
Stewardship Council® (FSC®) or Programme
for the Endorsement of Forest Certification™
(PEFC) certification. This year’s anniversaries - 25 years for FSC and 20 years for
PEFC - are therefore making some of us feel
a little long in the tooth. Yet both schemes
are still much in demand in the UK today, and
have become accepted as marks of sustainable sourcing. This edition of Timber Forum

News goes to press as the annual PEFC
Week is occurring, with its theme of
‘Certification & Sustainability: from Niche to
Mainstream’. PEFC’s UK National Secretary,
Alun Watkins, told Timber Forum News how
the scheme has expanded: “From our beginnings amongst the smaller softwood forest
owners in northern Europe, PEFC certification now has a global reach, including to
countries exporting tropical hardwoods”.
PEFC has a growing presence in Africa and
Asia, with PEFC-endorsed schemes
in 45 countries. The Malaysian Timber
Certification Scheme (MTCS) became the
first tropical timber certification system in
Asia endorsed by PEFC a decade ago. India,
China, Indonesia, Thailand and Gabon have
since followed.
PEFC has recently been reviewing all
its standards, including the Chain of
Custody and Trademark standards used
by builders’ merchants. PEFC will offer training on the new
standard free of
charge to certified
companies:
pefc.org.

ndonesia isn’t the first country that comes
to mind when sourcing hardwood plywood
but since the country started issuing FLEGT
licenses on its wood products, TTF members
have been taking greater interest.

we switched from our previous Malaysian
PEFC™ certified material that was manufactured in accordance with BS1088. Initially we
found ourselves less competitive than the
wider market, as non-TTF members were still
selling a cheaper product. Yet we’ve turned
that around by marketing the Indonesian
product as a ‘Superior Grade Plywood’ on the
basis of its quality and performance.”

“We chose to offer Indonesian plywood
because it’s a superior product,” says Dean
Rolls, Reading Depot Director at Arnold
Laver. “Following the TTF’s guidance on
selling third-party accredited marine plywood,

Dean Rolls adds: “There is a big difference
between Chinese plywood and the Indonesian product: there are very few core gaps,
the Indonesian product is heavier, the face
veneers are high quality, a dark red colour,

I
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Bringing merchants up to date on timber certification

Chosen for Quality:
FLEGT Plywood

Photos: Arnold Laver

New Dual Claim System at
James Jones & Sons

Doing ‘The Knowledge’

T

Throughout this time Arbor Forest Products’ Training, QA and C-o-C Scheme
Manager, Peter Kelly, has been steering
the business through the changes and
developments in timber certification. Peter
Kelly recently received an award for his
efforts: a PEFC Certificate of Achievement
for his work in promoting certification,
presented at PEFC’s 20th anniversary
stakeholder day.
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Forum included international timber traders
such as Tradelink International, Interholco,
Carl Ronnow, Robinson Lumber, McVantage,
RJC Agencies, alongside the Ghana Forestry
Commission. NGOs, from the Sustainable
Tropical Timber Coalition to the World Resources Institute’s Open Timber Portal, detailed their work in helping to promote trade.

Photo: EU FLEGT & REDD Facility

TTF Tropical Timber Forum
promotes FLEGT timber trade
Some 80 people attended a one-day Tropical
Timber Forum, organised by the Timber
Trade Federation for merchants, members
and stakeholders, in London on 31st October. With a special focus on Africa, particularly the Congo Basin, the Forum also covered timber flows into Europe from around
the world, including from Indonesia, which
has already begun issuing FLEGT-licensed
products, and over to Guyana and Brazil in
South America. Stakeholders addressing the

and it’s a very well constructed panel. It is
CE marked and tested to meet EN636 Use
Class 3, making it suitable for use in exterior
conditions.
“We find that when eight out of ten customers
ask for ‘marine ply’, they have simply used
this description in the belief that the product
will be a higher quality of plywood. Many
do not actually require an accredited BS1088
stamped panel. We have thus briefed
our sales team that the Indonesian product
will meet most customers’ needs in
these instances,” he affirms.

Tullia Baldassarri from Interholco underlined
the 21st century value-added products now
available from the Congo Basin, including
finger-jointed hardwoods for joinery. Chris
Beeko, Director of the Ghana Forestry Commission, likely soon to start its FLEGT
licensing, told delegates: “A FLEGT licence is
much more than just a piece of paper attesting to legality. It is a product of painstaking
multi-stakeholder processes and technical
systems development.”

Photo: Interholco

oices have often been raised by the
builders’ merchant community that life
would be easier if there were a certification
scheme which did not require segregation
of wood products at yard level, where
space is sometimes at a premium. The UK
is unique in the timber certification world in
that timber leaving British forests can be
certified to both PEFC and FSC, through
the mechanism of by the UK Woodland
Assurance Scheme (UKWAS).
TTF member James Jones & Sons cohosted the annual PEFC Stakeholder Day
earlier this summer, revealing that from
January 1st , 2020, the company aims to
offer all its products with dual certification.
This means that James Jones customers
will be able to provide end users with a
greater choice in certified material.
“This is about offering additional service to
our customers and theirs,” said Stephen
Craig of James Jones. “Dual certification
means no product segregation or business
interruption, and crucially it would simplify
certification accounting procedures for all.”

Photo: PEFC UK

In terms of customer acceptance of FLEGT
licensed timber, Arnold Laver’s Dean Rolls
believe there is a long way yet to go: “FLEGT
is not yet so well accepted or understood by
the main contractors we work with, most of
whom still insist on FSC® certified material as
their first choice.”
To help combat this lack of understanding,
the Timber Trade Federation is working
with Britain’s Department For International
Development on a project to communicate
the benefits of FLEGT licensed timber across
the UK and Europe.
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Post-Grenfell calls
for greater ‘competency’
includes supply chain

Remember, remember ...

R

aising the Bar, the interim report on
competency issued in mid August
as part of the Hackitt Review, raises questions throughout the construction supply
chain, not least for merchants and timber
suppliers.

In the season of bonfires, we look at a hot topic

Photo: Medite Smartply

Photo: PEFC UK

Know your Fire Doors
this winter

A

ccording to an article in the trade
magazine Inside Housing, local Councils
have estimated that one in 10 entrance doors
to flats in their housing blocks are not fit for
purpose and able to give the required 30minute protection against flames and smoke.
Some 44 Councils have identified potentially
non-compliant fire doors, and half of those
Councils have yet to replace a single fire
door, it reports. Councils apparently blame
“..a lack of clarity from government and the
fire door industry about which products to
trust,” the magazine states.

Fire doors are often the first line of defence in
a fire. However, their correct specification,
maintenance and management is still not
fully understood by those who are responsible for them. Since its foundation in 2013,
Fire Door Safety Week, which takes place in
September, has been working to stamp out
the legacy of neglect of fire doors.
There is plenty of advice which merchants
can signpost to their builder and contractor
customers. The British Woodworking Federation’s Fire Door Alliance is the best starting
points for advice. An Installation Guide is
available free online and a Best Practice
Guide to Fire Doors can also be downloaded
from the Fire Door Alliance website:
firedoors.bwf.org.uk.
Products from members of the Fire Door
Alliance, who can also be found through the
website, have been rigorously tested and
audited for design, manufacture, quality and
performance as part of the third-party certification process. Merchants can become BWF
Approved Fire Door Centres by undertaking
regular training aimed at ensuring they give
customers correct and appropriate advice.

TTF and WPA undertake joint
information campaign

existence of, and need for, flame retardant
treatments in certain situations where timber
is used on buildings.

T

Taking a targeted approach, TTF and WPA
selected key media covering key junctures of
the supply chain, starting from small
builders installing and working with timber,
working up the supply chain through builders’
merchants and local authority specifiers to
regional and national housebuilding firms.

imber which had no flame retardant treatment, used to create balconies in a lowrise block of flats in East London, caught fire
earlier this year, raising residents’ concerns
over the product’s specification and its
installation. The timber had the appearance
of ‘cladding’ but was not in fact timber cladding. The Timber Trade Federation and
Wood Protection Association immediately
took action to widen awareness of the

8

Merchants welcome:
NETTA seminar
on Flame Retardants
13th December

Advice on flame retardant treatments for timber products should be on everyone’s business radar

Understanding more about the reaction of
timber products in a fire situation should be
part of the knowledge base of all those
involved in the construction supply chain.
This is particularly important for so-called
‘dutyholders’, including product suppliers,
who should ensure that appropriate testing
has taken place on products they supply.

Technical information from manufacturers
is certainly part of the equation. Understanding whether a flame retardant has
been incorporated during manufacture,
such as in panels like MEDITE PREMIER
FR Euroclass B & C MDF panels, or has
been applied in a factory-controlled, quality
assured process post-manufacture, is the
first step to greater knowledge. Ask your
TTF member supplier for advice and help.
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A ‘Builders’ Blog’ on flame retardant treatments appeared as a guest item on the Federation of Master Builders website, followed

The modules cover the phases of a fire’s
development; what level of flame retardant
performance is required for different situations, acceptable and unacceptable methods
of applying flame retardants; product tests for
reaction to fire; Building Regulations and
Construction Product Regulations; plus
reference sites and other information.

Free training on flame
retardants now available
To start your merchant staff on the pathway
to competency on fire-rated timber and treatments, the Wood Protection Association, in
conjunction with LABC (Local Authority Building Control) and Wood Campus, have created free basic CPD training available to all.
The online training covers how wood
behaves in a fire situation and how to
enhance performance to meet requirements
and Building Regulations. Merchants are
welcome to use the free online resources.

by a 2-page article in Professional Builder
magazine. Builders’ Merchants Journal ran a
feature for merchants on flame retardant
treatments in August, followed by an article
for Local Authority Building & Maintenance
magazine.

Importantly, the CPD modules also cover
flame retardant quality assurance and verification, which impacts directly upon the need
for competency in the giving of advice to
customers, as Gordon Ewbank, CEO of the
Wood Protection Association, explains:
“Enacting responsibilities towards customers
means having sufficient knowledge and
information to hand to give the best possible
advice, on products, treatments, and uses.”

WPA/TTF Fire Risk Seminar

“BMF builders merchant members in the
north east would be more than welcome to
attend our open seminar on fire treatments
and timber products,” says Ed Bennett of
Bennetts Timber, chairman of the North
East Timber Trade Association.
The morning meeting will discuss various
issues surrounding this post-Grenfell essential topic, and will be held at the Holiday
Inn Marina in Hull, Humberside, on Friday
13th December. Registration is from 10am
and the meeting starting at 10.30am.
Merchants wishing to attend should
contact Ed Bennett directly by e-mail at:
ebennett@bennettstimber.co.uk

Photo: Myriam Zilles Pixabay
Photo: PEFC UK

the spread of misinformation about timber
products and their performance in fire,” says
David Hopkins, managing director of the TTF.

At the top of the supply chain, TTF and WPA
also provided input to the Home Builders
Federation’s monthly magazine, in a cladding
feature in September.

TTF and WPA have also issued a range of
co-branded information and fact sheets,
available free to all from the WPA website,
covering all aspects of fire protection and
timber products. This includes a guide to the
Construction Products Regulation in relation
to fire-rated products.

“It is essential that we reach out throughout
the supply chain to spread essential information to all levels of the marketplace, to stop

The WPA has a completely new website,
with updated information and a new URL at:
www.thewpa.org.uk
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WWF Timber Scorecard
gives 3-Tree score
to BSW

Carbon Capture & Storage

A

maximum score of ‘3-Trees’ has
been awarded to BSW Timber in the
2019 WWF Timber Scorecard. The Scorecard system was introduced by the WWF
in 2015 to assess businesses on their timber product sourcing policies and performance. It assigns each company a score
from zero to 3 Trees, the latter awarded to
companies performing well, and assessments are every two years.
Some 122 brands were included in the
2019 Scorecard. In 2015 and 2017 BSW
scored 3 and 2 respectively. In awarding
BSW 3 Trees in 2019, WWF has recognised BSW’s commitments to sourcing
sustainable wood and its performance in
doing so, plus the actions that BSW has
taken to protect the world’s forests.
Hamish Macleod, Director of Public Affairs
at BSW, said: “It is excellent to hear that
our hard work on sustainability is being
recognised by the WWF and we’re proud
to be listed in the top tier of companies that
are taking sustainable timber and our forests’ future seriously.”
Photo: BSW Timber
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Responding to the Climate Emergency with Wood
Wood products lock away CO2 within the wood fibre for the life of the wood product.: make the most of this fact in your marketing.
Photo: ASBP Conference 2019

Plastics in construction:
issue is ‘high on the agenda’

M

erchants may wish to begin familiarising
themselves with the debates surrounding the uses of plastics in construction, which
are already starting to cross the radar of
architects, contractors and builders. At the
forefront of the sustainable building movement is the Alliance for Sustainable Building
Products (ASBP), which represents a diverse
and growing membership stretching from
architects and contractors through to trade
federations and product manufacturers. The
Timber Trade Federation is one of the organisations sponsoring the 2020 ASBP Awards
for sustainable building projects.

What’s in a name:
EPD, LCA …?

M

arketing wood products in a climate
change-influenced economy could
become an easier prospect for merchants
able to take the time to understand the
different tools available to use.

Photos: Arnold Laver
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The UK government wants to achieve zero
carbon emissions by 2050. If 270,000 timber
frame homes were built each year this would
allow three million tonnes of carbon dioxide to
be absorbed and stored per year.

Produced by the Timber Trade Federation

Sales of sustainable products are already
increasing, particularly of natural fibre insulation: “Our members in wood fibre and
sheep’s wool insulation are reporting sales
growth averaging 20%,” says Richard Broad,
Projects & Marketing Manager at ASBP.

“Concern around the role of buildings and
construction products in a climate emergency
is becoming a mainstream issue,” Richard
Bond continues. “The role of plastics in
construction – particularly for packaging but
also finding alternatives to plastic products
themselves – is high on the agenda, and was
the focus of our Healthy Buildings Conference and Expo in February this year. We
have since formed a ‘Plastics in Construction’
group to work collaboratively with major contractors, house-builders and product manufacturers. Companies like Mace, Multiplex
and Wienerberger are already looking closely
at the plastics in their supply chains. We also
continue to showcase products with excellent
embodied carbon credentials. Our seminars
on this topic have already attracted hundreds
of participants, which can only be good news
for products such as timber.”
Find out more at: asbp.org.uk
CE Bois, the pan-European body for the
timber supply chain, has recently issued a
new book underlining how timber can be
used to achieve zero carbon targets. ‘Wood:
Building the Bioeconomy’ shows timber’s
benefits over high-carbon materials such as
concrete, steel and plastic.
Understanding the terminology of measuring
environmental impacts and climate change
potential will prove useful as architects move
towards more sustainable products. Life
Cycle Analysis (LCA) measures the total
effect of a product through its manufacturing
and supply chain.

Photo: Wood Window Alliance

supplier of timber window frames made by
members of the Wood Window Alliance.
WWA members’ windows are carbon negative over their service life, contributing to a
net reduction in atmospheric CO2. A typical
WWA timber window frame, when used
instead of a PVC-u equivalent, will save
approximately 160kg of CO2e over its 60
year life. That equates to over 1.5 tonnes of
CO2e per average house with 10 windows.

Photo: EU FLEGT & REDD Facility

Proof of the Window
is in the frame

T

he move towards natural materials has
been confirmed by research undertaken
by the British Woodworking Federation and
Wood Window Alliance into consumer
attitudes. It identified that one in four
consumers (23%) are planning to decrease
the amount of plastics in their homes over the
next year.

To be a member of the WWA manufacturers
of timber windows and doors must have their
own FSC® or PEFC™ chain of custody and
reduce environmental impacts across their
manufacturing. windows.bwf.org.uk
Photo: Wood Window Alliance

RIBA action plan to tackle
‘environment and
climate emergency’

T

he Royal Institute of British Architects
(RIBA) this summer set out a five-year
detailed action plan to embed sustainable
practices across British architecture.
This offers substantial opportunities for
marketing wood products, says Laura
Qualters, National Technical Manager at
Marley: “RIBA members are actively looking to use sustainable products. Some
plastic and composite decking producers
market their products as ’sustainable’
because the plastic content is recycled, yet
they often have no system to deal with that
plastic content at the end of its life in the
decking. As an industry we need to continue making the case for timber, converting
attitudes away from misconceptions about
‘cutting down trees’ and in favour of
sustainable, certified timber, such as the
FSC® and PEFC™ wood used in CitiDeck.”
Inclusive products are also in demand,
Marley’s Laura Qualters adds: “Our
smooth profile, slip-resistant CitiDeck has
doubled in sales in the last year, as it offers safer passage for children, the elderly
and those using wheelchairs and walkers.”
Photo: Marley CitiDeck

Merchants can potentially tap into the public’s
concerns by positioning themselves as a

Wood for Good, on behalf of the timber
sector, has produced a number of LCAs
to help builders, architects and manufacturers
to calculate the impacts of using sustainablygrown timber. Knowing where to find this
information if asked by an architect or
contractor, and what an EPD looks like, could
give you the edge over your competitors.
The Wood for Good LCAs, available at
woodforgood.com, are grouped into four
sections: structural products, such as glulam,
LVL, timber frame and trussed rafters; panel
products; wood windows and sawn timber,
which includes fresh sawn softwood, kiln-

dried and also planed softwood, and kilndried sawn hardwood.
Results from an LCA study are incorporated
into Environmental Product Declarations
(EPDs), which are a standardised method of
communicating the environmental impact of a
particular product. Some producers already
offer their own EPDs on products, such as
BSW Timber, James Jones & Sons, and
MEDITE SMARTPLY, amongst others.
Timber is frequently described as ‘carbon
negative’, which it means it stores more CO2
than is used in its growing, harvesting, and
production and transport.
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Sharing knowledge, promoting business
Timber Forum Agenda, BMF Headquarters, Thursday 21 November 2019

T

he second BMF Timber Forum of 2019, presented in collaboration with the Timber Trade
Federation, will be held at BMF Headquarters, 1180 Elliott Court, Herald Avenue,
Coventry CV5 6UB, on 21 November. Timber sales from the buying group perspective will be
discussed alongside winning awards and education and training. The Forum programme and
agenda is below:

Merchant & Timber
Industry Events Calendar
Winter - Spring 2019-20

09.30

Tea/Coffee and registration

22 Nov

BMN Awards, London

10.00

Norman Evans, F W Morgan, BMF Timber Forum Chairman: welcome

5 Dec

London Softwood Club

10.05 12.30

Presentations including:

5 Dec

BMF Young Merchants Meeting

12 Dec

BMF Supplier & Service
Member Forum

13 Dec

North East Timber Trade Association:
Flame Retardant Treatments

11 Jan

London Hardwood Club

14 Jan

BMF Roofing & Insulation Forum

28 Jan

BMF Transport & Distribution Forum

Toby Lewis, Head of Merchant Sales, SCA Wood UK
Training-to-go: A fresh approach to timber training

6 Feb

East Anglian Timber Trade
Association

Open Forum chaired by Forum Chairman Norman Evans.
Please e-mail Richard.ellithorne@bmf.org.uk with any topics you would like to be
discussed during this session.

4 March

UK Softwood Conference

15 March

Western Timber Trade
Association

Nick Lander, Chairman, H&B Group
Timber sales from a buying group perspective
Gary Froggat, Divisional Manager & Forest Products Buyer, Howarth Timber &
Building Supplies
Multi-award winners: Howarth Timber & Building Supplies
Glenn Sharples, BMF Trainer
Timber Training Opportunities

12.30

13.00

Networking lunch

The event, free of charge, is restricted to a maximum of two people per organisation. Booking:
visit www.bmf.org.uk/events, or email Richard Ellithorne at richard.ellithorne@bmf.org.uk.

Looking back: May 2019 Timber Forum
The May 2019 Timber Forum was held at
BMF Headquarters in Coventry on 23rd May.
Norman Evans of FW Morgan, introduced
and chaired the session, attended by
41 delegates.
A market update on machined timber, MDF
mouldings and composite decking by Jason
Ostler, Managing Director of Arbor Forest
Products. Chris Hirst of Kerridge computer
systems gave a presentation on how Kerridge
can be used as a timber sales management
tool. Nick Boulton, Head of Technical &
Trade at the Timber Trade Federation, gave
an update on the Brexit situation and its
effects on the timber trade. BMF’s
Membership Services Director, Richard
Ellithorne, gave a presentation on the new
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BMF Building Blocks scheme including the
timber module.
The speakers were followed by an Open
Forum, chaired by Norman Evans,
discussing the state of trade.
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